Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has traveled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviors.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveler. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?
The locations are more convenient to the work I do, the local hosts I stay with make travelling a pleasure rather than the cold and stale hotels. The hosts I have stayed with have been much more welcoming than any hotel or motel.

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favorite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:
Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Van Warren
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Dear NSW Government,

AirBnB is closer to a "perfect market" than the current system; allows better use of resources (sharing empty homes).

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts' homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb's review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours. Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.
I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Anthony Wood
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb? I work for a very small company (with less than 15 employees including office staff) that provides a valuable service to the aged living at home. On occasion I travel interstate to relieve one or more of our staff while they are on holidays, away sick or for other family responsibilities in order that our commitments to businesses that employ us are not compromised and restricted. Our turnover does not allow us to use major hotel and motel chains with their exorbitant Sydney prices. AirBnB allows me to choose friendly accommodation in the area I will be working, allows me to cater for myself and interact with people in the community.

Local hosts make valuable recommendations for their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities. I generally have a weekend free to enjoy local facilities, markets and other tourist facilities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or
weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Roz Irwin
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

As a family of 4, staying in Airbnb means we can spend longer visiting a particular location. It’s just not comfortable to spend a week or more in a hotel room. We use hotels for shorter stays. In addition, local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Genevieve Brock
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

As a family of 4, staying in Airbnb means we can spend longer visiting a particular location. It’s just not comfortable to spend a week or more in a hotel room. We use hotels for shorter stays. In addition, local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Green Leila
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Jon Foote
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Dear Sir/Madam,

My wife and I are extremely concerned at recent news that the Government's STRA inquiry is recommending to Government: (1) that short term rentals, such as that lobbied for by AirBnB, be allowed in strata buildings in NSW and, (2) that Owners' Corporations be denied the right, as currently exists through the use of by-laws, to prohibit short term rentals in their buildings.

We have experienced short term/holiday rentals in an adjoining apartment (in another building) in the past, with what can only be described as horrendous impact upon the peaceful use and amenity of our apartment due to inconsiderate noise, the accumulation of garbage waste, and the use of drugs, in that adjoining apartment, and consequently we vowed NEVER to buy into or live in such a building again.

The forced approval of short term rentals in close-accommodation apartment buildings where the majority of owners, speaking through their owners' corporation, do not wish to have such rentals would be a grave injustice against the principles of home ownership and against the right of peaceful occupation of one's home, and would be against the interests of the vast majority of home owners and voters throughout NSW, and in the interests only of a few.

Frankly, I cannot understand why the removal of such a fundamental existing right as the right of an owners' corporation acting in the interests of a majority of its members to veto STL in its building is even on the table.

We would find it very difficult in the future to support a government that promoted or introduced such a change.

Please do not allow this recommendation of the STRA inquiry in favour of short term rentals in strata buildings to be implemented, without the right of an over-riding veto power by owners' corporations being included.

Sincerely.

Malcolm & Cheryl McKellar
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their traveling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveler. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Jordana Martin
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Dear NSW Government,

I travel in NSW a lot using the Airbnb platform and I really enjoy meeting people who share their houses and apartments. I strongly support their right to have people in their homes. I embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW. Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Sally Thomson
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled in NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments.

I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel in NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.
I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Anthony Carroll
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.  
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.  
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.  
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Nicola chin
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours. I have had great pleasure in the past 12 months sharing the homes of Airbnb hosts while I have been away working. Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Jeanette Fisher
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities. Also by using affordable accommodation we as a family was able to see and explore Sydney more.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Jemima Bekker
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens and also unfairly cut back on MY choices. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW and an infringement of their personal life.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. It supports local business and retains the personal right and freedom of the owner to invite guests to their home.

Julia nihill
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform multiple times in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours. I have been travelling with Airbnb for several years and find that it affords great interactions with locals and ‘home comforts’ that standard accommodations (hotels, motels and self-contained apartments) simply don’t. It is also much better value for money and as a single parent, my kids and I have been able to have holidays that we otherwise wouldn’t if using other types of places to stay. I also think that it’s not the government’s business to regulate something that seems to me as a user already to be well regulated, if private individuals wish to rent out some or all of their home, they should be able to do so.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities. I often host friends and family here where I live in Canberra (not through AirBnB), and I really appreciate being able to get great tips from kind locals when I travel via AirBnB. I think it’s also good for our international tourism by creating people-to-people links.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most
home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

My family and I have had some fantastic experiences through AirBnB, and we really support making it easy for individual property owners to travel and host on it.

Leanne Gundry
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Dear NSW Government,

I travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform last month and loved the experience. I was on my own, so the personal experience of meeting the host and another guest made my trip much more enjoyable. My host told me places to go and helped the experience enormously. I think I would hesitate to plan a trip if it was not possible to stay in an Airbnb home. Staying in a hotel is much too impersonal, and others I have met agree with me. One lady I met had taken 12 months off work to travel the world and she was staying only in Airbnbs!

absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

I think that regulations, and red tape, particularly if they affected the cost of my stays, would affect my choices of where to go. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

I agree with Airbnb and strongly support the following:

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Carole Pinnock
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

It’s cost effective, friendly and you have more than a couple of rooms to move in. We usually use it to break a long drive, as we are a retired couple. The host is always there to greet us. Motels are now too expensive, often smelling of tobacco, and you can’t make breakfast there.

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Sue Scott
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I also travel with my pet which most hotels do not allow.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.
I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Venu Prabhakar
Dear NSW Government,

We strongly believe that airB&B helps families make extra money as well as bring more tourists into small towns creating extra cash flow for businesses. It should not have extra costs & fees as the government are already making tax on the extra income earned.

Debbie Gordon

2119
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I also have a young baby and find it more comfortable to stay in an air bnb than in a hotel.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW. Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Tegan Nerby
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled frequently in NSW for leisure using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

I would not travel anywhere near as often, or spend my money in these locations without the Airbnb option.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Francesca Seith
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. Aren’t you supposed to be a LIBERAL government?

Daniel Mathers
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.
Ultimately what I support is progressive government that embraces the advancement of 21st century tech-innovation. I won't support backward governance or non-visionary leadership in government or in business.

Lisa Norman
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform a number of times in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Georgia Page
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. Why is this government trying to screw up a workable system?
Leaves AIRBNB allows.

Edwin Storey
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Jennifer Mulley
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

As a family airbnb means we have access to suitable accommodation at a reasonable price. Reviews can be trusted about the area etc. Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Elizabeth clarke

2127
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.
Personally and from experience, Airbnb and other platforms offering home sharing as an option have created a whole new market for and of travellers. Studies indicate that it has little impact on beds per night per year, sold by hotels and motels. It is an alternative for families both for travel and as a minor income stream for genuine hosts. The experience of being an Airbnb host and traveller has been brilliant and not something that could be replicated in existing commercial accommodations.

I am aware that some hosts have strayed from the original 'live like a local' model of Airbnb and I can understand the need for tighter regulation around these. But for hosts living in their own homes and guests wanting that home experience, if you impose restrictive caps, regulations and licensing, you will destroy the very thing that makes Airbnb and other home sharing option so special. This in turn will have a negative impact on NSW tourist numbers and dollars- especially hurting small businesses and communities.

Joanne Evans

2128
Dear NSW Government,

Airbnb provides affordable travel and accommodation options that I otherwise would not utilise to travel to locations such as Coffs Harbour. The injection of my trip to the local economy of the area is directly to small businesses other than the Airbnb accommodation. Restricting access to Airbnb limits added income to local areas, prevents business completion to provide better and more affordable services, and limits the variety of choice to the consumer.

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Benedict Farrell

2129
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. Surely tourist revenue is important to the State.

L Lanzi

2130
Dear NSW Government,

Please don’t make changes to Airbnb. It is fine the way it is. As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Terry Fisher

2131
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.
We love Airbnb because it gives us unusual places to stay, not the usual drab and boing motel rooms that are all we can afford on our budget. We meet wonderful local hosts who recommend local businesses and restaurants to us, always better, more accurate and current than books and website recommendations. We are always respectful of local residents an their peace and quiet. Please do not let big business demands ruin this lovely way of affordable travel.
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.
I would like to add, that without Air b’n b I wouldn't have been able to afford to visit Australia. I had a wonderful trip to Sydney, met many interesting and friendly people and have returned to England and been telling everyone how great it is. I think this only encourages tourism to Australia. I am already planning a second visit and would use Air b’n’b. Living in London, UK I do understand that governments need to protect their citizen’s especially when it comes to rent prices. In the UK properties can only be rented out via air bnb for certain periods of time during the year to avoid a heavy affect on the rental market. I am sure there are ways to encourage Australian tourism hand in hand with Air bnb. It really helps create a global network and keep good positive connections on the planet.

Sincerely,

Sophie Bennett

2133
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

This is also a way for more tourists to afford a longer stay in order to explore sites and culture in Sydney. Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts. I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Jothee Tan

2134
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Laura Levetan

2135
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.
It is also often difficult to find apartments that are family friendly for a reasonable cost. Without this option many families would not be able to afford central Sydney accommodation.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekender’s only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.
Dear NSW Government,

I really enjoyed my visit to the Blue mountains in NSW. This experience was enhanced by the opportunity of staying in a beautiful private home and not having to stay in a middle of the road and expensive hotel.

Now for the generic email.

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Philip Hill

2137
Dear NSW Government,

I love Airbnb and use it most times I travel. In fact, I would not be able to travel as much if it wasn’t for Airbnb as it offers more affordable and more community-based accommodation, allowing the Airbnb community to contribute to regional locations.
I also was an Airbnb host for a time which helped me significantly to supplement my income, particularly as I live in a regional area with high unemployment.
Please do not make Airbnb more expensive or onerous on the hosts, I can only have good things to say about this form of accommodation and hope that the government supports it and does not undermine it.

Di Brown

2138
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. If
there was no home sharing, we wouldn't be staying anywhere as we can't afford the cost. Airbnb is the closest alternative to camping for us and we would travel less if these laws changed. This would mean the same for thousands of other travellers.

Thanks for your time.

Angela Meyer

2139
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Cherie Stephens
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

I love using AirBNB in NSW. The unique personality of each site and the hospitality of the host makes for a delightful alternative from the usual hotel. Additionally the detailed websites offer much more specific information and guest feedback that traditional accommodation.

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Robyn Bowman
Dear NSW Government,

I support the right for people to share their houses and apartments. However, I believe house sharing websites also needs to make hosts more accountable for guest behaviour so as not to negatively impact long term residents and the surrounding area.

I do not support costly registration processes, but I’d consider supporting a limit to the number of sharing properties in any particular locale. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community. I would recommend that the industry set up an independent ombudsmen for complaints.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Brendan Mays
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes would severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

A home is so much nicer than a hotel - I spend a lot of time staying at hotels in my role as a Tour Guide, but any time I have the choice I will stay at an Airbnb. The personal touch, the flexibility. Travelling with family is much easier too when staying at Airbnb. The variety is superior, you can always find something that suits. Airbnb is no different to hiring a holiday house through a real estate agent - except the owner usually keep a lot better tab on their guests then an agent would. Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards with increased tourism and additional revenue for the state. Reality is that NSW and especially Sydney are struggling to keep up with demand. Not enough hotels are available, so blocking Airbnb would be detrimental to Tourism. As it would in effect mean turning away guests, who wants to spend time and money in Sydney!

Best Regards

Tour Guide, Inbound Destination Management Agent, and avid Airbnb Super Host and Traveller.

Jytte Ranjel
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Dear NSW Government,

I visited Sydney and stayed in a lovely apartment for 10 nights using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Diane Christofferson
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Sean Murphy
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Dear NSW Government,

The reality is that Airbnb has expanded the market we have seen a 300% increase in turnover. The knock on effect is we hire a cleaner who spends that back into the community Airbnb advertises properties worldwide and the money people pay goes directly into local communities. It is simply impossible for home owners to afford the costs of what Airbnb do individually.

A lot of the properties being let on Airbnb particularly those in holiday towns were more than likely being rented through estate agents.

I can rent the property out myself, agents can do it, lawyers can do it what’s the difference if Airbnb do it.

For our smaller holiday towns Airbnb has been a godsend

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no
registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

John fletche
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to travel eat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Kanjana jareeboonsompote
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.
In addition, if it were not for the Airbnbs I have been able to utilise I would have to stay on the road and drive straight through from the Gold Coast to Sydney potentially putting mine and others lives at risk due to tiredness. The cost of staying at a motel instead of an Airbnb is too expensive so this is the best option. I am not the only one making this trip on a semi regular basis so please consider your options carefully. If you genuinely want to keep the road toll down leave us travellers with this option to stay somewhere affordable.

Rhonda Phillips
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. We stayed in Petersham in September 2017 and had an amazing time enjoying the local community, rising the train, shopping and dining at local establishments.

I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Richard Vass
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a free formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Brett Drew
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Dear NSW Government,

Airbnb brings a delightful personal touch via home sharing. It really bring a new dimension to traveling.

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours. Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.
I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Leonie Ramondt
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform over the past 4 years, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Airbnb choices mean I’m able to choose accommodation that specifically meets my needs and those of my family. I can select locations adjacent to family members and this has proven particularly important in visits over the past few years to support my daughter, who is studying and working in Sydney, during times of illness. Commercial establishments, on the other hand, are extremely limited in terms of location and accommodation options.

In addition, local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Margo Jarnson
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts' homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Rural areas benefit from Airbnb, by making accommodation available in remote areas. This way everyone benefits.

Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Margaret Novaro

2153
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Lance Hollitt

2154
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Johanna Heffernan

2155
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours. Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.
I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

ALSO WE COULD NOT AFFORD TO TAKE OUR FAMILY FOR WEEK LONG TRIPS WITHOUT AIRBNB AS IT IS. HOTELS ARE FAR TO EXPENSIVE FOR US.

Ingrid Kahn

2156
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a business traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Claire-Lyn D’achada
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

I travel to NSW using Airbnb because it makes travelling in the Blue Mountains and other regional areas cheaper and more enjoyable. I stayed in Lawson just two months ago with Airbnb, somewhere I would not have been able to stay without Airbnb. I was able to support small business by staying in this small town, and experience more of NSW regional culture. My host recommended walks to go on, places to eat, and tours that were available in the area.

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to
understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Linden Carroll

2158
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW. This is a particularly worrisome and, from my point of view, goes beyond what should be regulated by the government.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Benjamin Burton

2159
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours. Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards. Travelling in Australia is so expensive. I can go on holidays more often and contribute to the local economy. Otherwise I’ll just take my money overseas...

Sonja Wapstra

2160
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Peleena Street

2162
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Rina Siew

2163
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Jun Morales

2164
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Adam Bachraty

2165
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Steven Gibson

2166
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Meg Lennard
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Rick Bolstle
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

james BOYD
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Simone Ricco
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Svetlana Tveshor

2171
I am writing as a member of the public concerned about the NSW government’s proposals to overregulate Short-Term Home Lending (STHL) and the adverse impacts of these proposals on holidaying families, businesses, home owners, consumer choice, jobs, innovation and the tourist economy of New South Wales.

The STHL sector has contributed significantly to the tourism sector and tourist economy in recent years, buoyed by the growth of the ‘sharing economy’ and its innovative platforms.

STHL has a longstanding history in Australia since the 1900s and these platforms have simply made the process more efficient and transparent. As a result, they have allowed Australian families to supplement their household income while attracting tourists from all over the world to New South Wales and creating 40,823 Full-time jobs for Australians. Half of these fall within the regional economy where accommodation options have traditionally been limited. These platforms should be encouraged and facilitated as part of the government’s innovation agenda – not undermined.

I am concerned that heavy handed or punitive measures such as new taxes, draconian limits on how long a family can lend their home, mandatory development consent or a licensing regime telling Australians what they can or can’t do with their own home will only hurt the sector, cost jobs and harm businesses while driving tourists to other states and impinging upon private property rights.

Home lenders already pay income tax on their STHL earnings and innovative online platforms only make these earnings more transparent.

I believe that preventing the lending of secondary homes is also undesirable. When this measure was introduced in Berlin, Germany, it lead to a sharp drop in available STHL accommodation, a reduction in government income tax revenue as well as a significant increase in the prices of available accommodation – taking money out of visitors’ pockets which could be spent on local businesses. Such a reform would especially wreak havoc in our tourism-dependent regional economy.

If the government or traditional hospitality providers such as hotels are concerned about tax neutrality, the government should instead cut the significant red tape, zoning laws and taxes which burden these establishments – not punish their competitors and competitors’ customers.

I believe that non-coercive measures such as an industry code of conduct or community-focused measures such as allowing Strata associations to create by-laws for STHL accommodation offer a more sensible solution for addressing community concerns without the dire consequences of heavy-handed, anti-innovative options.

I urge you to do the right thing by avoiding any overregulation of the burgeoning and innovative STHL sector.

Thank you for considering my concerns on this vital matter.

2172
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Heather Galvin
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Luisa Sole

2174
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Monica Boyd
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Thomas Duncan
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

David Wong
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Trish Carter
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Peter Taggart
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Francine Gray
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Ali Rahimi
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Adam O’Connell
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Ian Callcott
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW. Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all. Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

christine brady
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW. Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Netta Justice
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Shane Scrivener
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Phillip Banton
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Mollie Napier
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To whom it may concern,

Regarding the, Options Paper for short-term holiday letting.

I am involved in the business of short term accommodation; my clients are generally not holiday makers, but working people coming to Albury as locums. Many businesses need to replace their professional staff when their own permanent staff are on leave or have extended periods of ill health. As there are not many professional people just waiting around in Albury for these opportunities to come up. The solution is to import suitable staff from outside the Albury area to cover the staff shortfall.

These imported staff, need some suitable & affordable accommodation for their tenure, which generally ranges between 1 to 6 weeks. The accommodation type I provide are 1 bedroom fully furnished units, including the supply of all utilities, with all linen & towels provided, with full size kitchen including most kitchen paraphernalia used to cook in the unit. The units have four clearly defined rooms, Kitchen, Lounge, Bedroom and Bathroom. They are very suitable for a residential stay. I promote them as “bring your luggage & your breakfast, everything else is provided” This is perfect for fly-in/fly-out or drive-in/drive-out locums & professionals.

In Albury, the minimum residential fully furnished lease is 3 months, without utilities, therefore this style of accommodation would be unsuitable for a 1 to 6 week stay.

Motels are not meant for this length of stay, they are designed for a much shorter stay. Motels generally do not allow cooking in the units, motels usually have a microwave to warm food, not cook, therefore if staying in a one room motel these locums will have to go out every day/night to buy their meals. This would clearly be unsuitable for an extended stay 1 to 6 weeks.

My building has been supplying short term accommodation since it was built (1953) it was quite close to the old Albury Base Hospital, it was one of the places they accommodated their short term professionals, locums and specialist staff.
So long before Stayz & AirBnb were invented, there has always been a need for short term accommodation in Albury.

It is very important that any new legislation does not harm either the businesses supplying short term accommodation or, most importantly, the businesses using this type of accommodation; it seems to be going OK without any further regulation or permitting etc.

I have used Albury as an example; however short stay accommodation like this would be used all over regional NSW, Orange, Dubbo, Coffs Harbour, Tamworth, etc.

Regards
Michael Campbell
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Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

sloane Staffod
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Rounak Manoharan
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes orweekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Johnson Kosasih
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Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Sam Hassan

2193
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

- **Section 4: Industry Self Regulation** - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
- **Section 5: Strata Regulation** - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

- **Section 6: Planning Framework** - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
- **Section 7: Registration or Licensing** - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Richard D

2194
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Brooke Edwards

2195
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Ryan Austin

2196
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Carly Major
Dear NSW Government,

As a guest who has travelled to NSW using the Airbnb platform in the past 12 months, I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments. I absolutely embrace my responsibilities as a guest to treat hosts’ homes in a responsible and respectful way, and I know that Airbnb’s review system keeps hosts and guests accountable for their travelling behaviours.

Extreme regulations, and red tape like caps and costly registration processes could severely affect my ability to travel using Airbnb and restrict my choices as a traveller. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I travel to NSW using Airbnb?

Local hosts make valuable recommendations of their favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so that small businesses get a boost from local tourism, with a ripple effect of supporting jobs in these communities.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.
Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allows Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and any change to this would be a step backwards for NSW.
Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.
Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, most home sharing requires no approvals. For others there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Carlos Lopez

2198
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

David Albiero

2199
Dear NSW Government,

I strongly believe in the right of people to share their houses and apartments across New South Wales in a responsible and respectful way, without extreme regulations like caps and costly registration processes. Please accept this as a formal submission to the Options Paper.

Why do I host with Airbnb?

The Airbnb host community depends on hosting as an economic lifeline to help us pay the mortgage and the bills. I also recommend my favourite cafes, restaurants and shops so small businesses get a boost from local tourism.

I wish to support the following options:

Section 4: Industry Self Regulation - including industry complaints management and education which encourages responsible hosting and self regulation. Any Code of Conduct would need to be reasonable and representative of the home sharing community.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - This includes options for by-laws to manage visitor behaviour and to receive a revenue share from home sharing. I would also support rules to deal with bad actors and isolated incidents of unruly behaviour. I would not support a regulatory environment which allowed Owners Corporations to ban outright short term rentals.

I wish to register my opposition to the following options:

Section 6: Planning Framework - A planning framework including caps and restrictions would have a negative impact on home sharing. The planning frameworks in both South Australia and Tasmania don’t include any caps on nights at all.

Section 7: Registration or Licensing - A registration or licensing system such as fees to share your own home would have a negative impact on home sharing. In South Australia there are no fees and no registration or licensing system, allowing the home sharing economy to thrive. In Tasmania, there is a simple, quick and cost effective self-assessment form, which is only required in limited circumstances - usually for holiday homes or weekenders only.

Section 5: Strata Regulation - By-laws which could prohibit hosts from sharing their own homes would see strata residents treated as second class citizens. Current rules in NSW do not allow by-laws that ban hosts from sharing their own home, and this would be a step backwards for NSW.

To maximise participation in the sharing economy, any regulations should be clear and easy to understand and comply with, and also cost effective for hosts.

I encourage the NSW Government to follow the lead of South Australia and Tasmania, as well as other cities around the world, which have embraced home sharing and are reaping the rewards.

Paulette Cunningham

2200